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SYNOPSIS 
 

All human beings need a space to feel and make their own, a home. In our show 
ETXEA/CASA/HOME  the main character is a strange man that faces his own fears in a 

personal growth to build  its own nest. 
 
 

A simple story about a fantastic journey. Starting from zero, settling down, 
discovering new realities, getting used to a new environment… homesick feelings, 
euphoria… home and identity concepts in a story told through clown and chinese 

pole.  
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ETXEA/CASA/HOME  is the meeting point of two professional paths, adventurers  that left
home in search of new landscapes and who, by means of circus, struggle to find their 

artistic vital identity. 



ETXEA/CASA/HOME  is a simple, almost 
handmade show. Taking as departure point a 

scenography where wood is the main character,
the company has designed a homely espace, a 
real nest that will be built during the show.  

ABOUT THE SHOW 
 



A chinese pole 100% 
autonomous structure is the 

main element around which the 
story is told.  

ABOUT THE SHOW 

A unipersonal show fo Diego Aimar, where 
clown, pole, acrobatics and balance techniques 
are used to depict a landscape of feelings. It is 

a show for all audiences and, although it is 
intended to be a street show, it 

has an indoor version too 



TEAM 

On stage: Diego Aimar 
Creation: Aimar & Cia 
Creative support: Aritza Rodríguez 
Chinese pole support: Jeremías Faganel 
Scenography: Iñaki Ziarrusta, Iñaki 
Etxeandía, Diego Aimar 
Costume: Estudio 14 
Photography: Gorka Bravo 
Audiovisual: ClackStudio Pro 
Web design: Gloria Díaz 
Project Management: Isabel Jiménez 
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FEATURES 
Genre 
circus-theatre 
Techniques 
clown, Chinese pole, acrobatics, balance 
autonomous structure 
all audiences 
no text show 
45 minutes 

Street show with indoor version
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DMinimum space required: 9*9 m, 6'5 m height 
(please contact us for smaller places) 
Flat, smooth and stable ground 
Electricity point 
Dressing room 

TECHNICAL 
NEEDS

Access and parking close to the 
performance place 
1 person for loading and unloading 
The company provides its own sound 
equipment 
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babeslea 
subvenciona 

lankideak 
colaboran 

info@aimaryciacircoteatro.es 
www.aimaryciacircoteatro.es 
tel. 0034 946 523 273 
0034  665 680 058//0034 608 025 997 


